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was over three times the worth of arable—and yet in the
eighteenth century more than half the county was unen-
closed l. Evidently the conservative prejudices of the farm-
ing community did not easily accommodate themselves to the
varying demands of changing market conditions ; and there
existed many parallels to the ' statesmen' of Cumberland,
who handed on their patrimony to their children together
with their ideas of cultivating it2.
The most serious obstacle which impeded the enclosing The
movement was the commons. They excited more contro-
versy than any other part of the open-field system, for in
the eyes of their critics they were the quintessence of all the
defects ascribed to the traditional methods of husbandry.
They were condemned alike from the economic and social
points of view: on the one hand as extravagantly wasteful
and inefficient, on the other as an encouragement to idleness
and beggary. A writer in the seventeenth century described
them as a ' grief and scandal' 3, and a hundred years later
Arthur Young was still urging their cultivation ' as the very
greatest object of British policy'4.
The primary purpose of the commons was to pasture the Their
cattle belonging to those who possessed ' rights of common'5:
but the system was abused.    The rich commoners, with****
plenty of cattle, exceeded their stint.    " Injury is daily
done ... to the meaner sort", wrote a surveyor in 1607,
"in oppressing the fields"6.   Others, again, exercised the
privilege unauthorized.    These practices impoverished the
commons, and the cattle " by reason of their continual
hunger " suffered from disease:   " so that the farmer is
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